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ABSTRACT
As of today, publications are treated as self-contained entities, with usually a few tens of references
to relevant papers in the field. References have a restricted semantic: they can only point to papers
as a whole, rather than to a specific portion of the document (as anchor hyperlinks can do with
HTML pages). The restriction is due in part to LATEX–i.e., papers indeed are not hypertexts–
although an extension could be developed. Regardless, the convergence between references and
Web links can improve the readability of publications as a whole.
For instance, thousands of papers cite MapReduce [1], and most of them re-explain the programming model, rather than pointing the reader to the appropriate section [1:2] of the original paper.
Such practice would permit the reader to jump quickly to the intended excerpt, rather than having
to scan most of the content.
At the same time, it could also foster conciseness, because the community can consider (by convention) “anchor references” as pointers to must-read resources. Authors will then avoid rewording
entire paragraphs, using instead anchor references to provide the needed background information.

BODY
Paper references as anchor hyperlinks can improve the readability and, ultimately, increase the entropy of the scientific corpora.
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